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1. Introduction
The study of optical vortices (OVs) has received a special attention in recent years due to a
variety of potential applications of the vortex beams including particle micro-manipulation [1],
imaging [2], interferometry [3], and quantum information [4]. An optical vortex is associated
with a light beam whose phase varies in a screw-type way around an isolated singular point.
This characteristic helical phase of an OV is described by the multiplier exp(imθ ), where θ is
the azimuthal coordinate, and the integer number m stands for the vortex topological charge.
The helical phase results in a non-zero orbital angular momentum of the light beam [5, 6] which
strength depends on the vortex charge.
The optical vortices are associated with doughnut beams or Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes.
As such they are eigenmodes of the free-space equation and propagate without any change
of their shape. However, in nonlinear media the vortex propagation is affected by the beam
induced change of the refractive index as well as by the phase and index gradients induced
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by other beams [7]. While in nonlinear media with the self-focusing nonlinearity the vortex
beam becomes unstable due to the azimuthal modulational instability [8, 9, 10, 11, 12], in self-
defocusing media a doughnut beam can form a dark vortex soliton with a strongly localized
self-trapped vortex core [7, 13, 14]. Analogously to point vortices in fluid dynamics [15, 16],
optical vortices of the same charge with localized cores orbit each other at the rate which is
inversely proportional to the squared vortex separation distance [17, 18]. The nonlinearity of
the material, being the key for manipulation of the vortex dynamics [17, 19, 20, 21, 22], can
alter dramatically this type of the vortex fluid-like motion, including the vortex steering [23]
and the rotation of a vortex pair [18, 24].
One of the important nonlinear processes which affects strongly the vortex propagation in a
nonlinear medium is the parametric frequency conversion. In this process the orbital angular
momentum of the vortex beam is conserved. Thus, when the fundamental frequency (FF) beam
carries an orbital angular momentum, the generated harmonic beams have to carry an orbital
angular momentum as well, resulting in the generation of a two-color optical vortex. In the
general case of the frequency mixing of two LG modes with the topological charges m 1 and
m2, the generated vortex has a topological charge of m 3 = m1 + m2 [25]. Therefore, in the
parametric process such as the second-harmonic generation (SHG) the topological charge of an
optical vortex should double [5, 7, 26, 27, 28]. Higher-charge vortices however, are structurally
unstable and weak perturbation can initiate a decay of the second-harmonic (SH) vortex into a
pair of single-charge vortices [29]. Such perturbations can arise from the spatial overlap of the
first- and second-harmonic beams and the complex field gradients due to back conversion from
the SH beam to the FF beam.
In typical crystals used for SHG, a variety of additional nonlinear processes, such as pho-
torefraction, thermal focusing/defocusing, and Kerr-type self-phase modulation, can influence
the nonlinear propagation of a vortex beam. When ultrashort pulses of high-peak intensities
are used, the frequency conversion processes can also be accompanied by cascaded paramet-
ric [30] and higher-order nonlinear processes (e.g. self- and induced-phase modulation). The
rich dynamics of such combined nonlinear interactions calls for a systematic study of the vor-
tex dynamics in the process of SHG accompanied by the action of additional effects.
In this paper we study experimentally the nonlinear dynamics of two-color optical vortices
generated in the process of non-phase matched SHG and affected by the combined effect of
several different nonlinear processes such as thermal focusing, photorefractive effect, and self-
and induced phase modulation. We use an iron-doped lithium niobate crystal as a nonlinear
medium for the vortex propagation and observe a variety of interesting nonlinear effects in-
cluding a decay of a double-charge vortex, splitting and reshaping of the background beam,
pattern formation, and nonlinear rotation of the a vortex pair.
2. Experimental arrangements and parameters
In our experiments we generate OVs by passing the laser beam through a computer generated
hologram (CGH) and selecting the ‘+1’ or ‘-1’ diffraction order after the hologram as shown
in Fig. 1(top). The hologram is fabricated by etching of the corresponding vortex interference
pattern onto a glass substrate. The holographic grating has a period of 80 μm and a diffraction
efficiency of approximately 30% in the first order. The selected diffraction order is then focused
by a lens onto an iron-doped Lithium Niobate (LiNbO 3) crystal with dimensions 3× 15×
20 mm. The crystal is cut with c-axis parallel to its longest side [Fig. 1(top)]. The output of the
crystal is then monitored with a CCD camera and digitized on a computer.
The LiNbO3 is a negative uniaxial crystal that exhibits a combination of electro-optical,
piezoelectric, pyroelectric, and photorefractive (PR) properties which makes it attractive
for applications in frequency conversion [31, 32], optical modulators [33], optically-written
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Fig. 1. Experimental arrangement (top) and absorption of the Fe:LiNbO3 crystal (bottom).
Solid and dashed lines indicate the FF and SH wavelengths corresponding to the three
different cases in the experiment. CHG: computer generated hologram, L: focusing lens.
waveguides [34], sensors [35], and holographic recording [36, 37]. The LiNbO 3 is a well es-
tablished optical material [38, 39] with good nonlinear properties. It is most commonly used as
a medium with quadratic nonlinearity, but other effective third-order nonlinearities, including
photorefractive, thermal, and pure electronic Kerr-type nonlinearity are well pronounced.
The crystalline structure of the LiNbO3 is 3m thus it lacks inversion symmetry allowing the
process of SHG. Obtaining proper phase matching conditions for wavelengths in the visible
and near infra-red however, is practically impossible in LiNbO 3. For example, for degenerate
phase matching of SHG at 1064 nm, temperatures of the order of -5 ◦C are required [40]. At
other temperatures, the birefringent phase matching leads to spatial walk-off between the fun-
damental frequency and the second harmonic. To satisfy the phase-matching conditions in the
degenerate case of propagation along the optical axis, the technique of periodic poling is ex-
ploited to ensure quasi-phase-matching. The LiNbO 3 appears well suitable for periodic poling
and various techniques for such poling have been demonstrated [39, 41].
LiNbO3 crystals doped with certain metal ions (e.g., iron or copper) exhibit enhanced pho-
tovoltaic effect at photosensitive wavelengths. The photovoltaic effect is related to photo-
excitation of free electrons and their drift along the optical c-axis. The resulting space-charge
field, Epv, creates via electro-optic effect a nonlinear refractive index change, Δn, which is
negative, saturable (as a function of light intensity), and anisotropic. When the polariza-
tion of the input light is extraordinary (along the c-axis) the largest electro-optic coeffi-
cient r33 contributes to the decrease of n. In this case the photorefractive index change is
Δn = −(1/2)n3r33EpvI/(I + Id), where I, and Id are the light intensity and dark irradiance,
respectively [42, 43, 44]. The spectral sensitivity of the LiNbO 3 is mainly determined by the de-
pendence of absorption on wavelength and can be approximated by the Gaussian function [45]
σ(λ ) = exp[−ln(2)(λ −λb)2/λ 2w], (1)
with λ > λb = 400 nm and λw = 150 nm.
The defocusing photovoltaic nonlinearity in LiNbO 3 can support vortex solitons. The first
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observation of vortex self-trapping was reported in Fe-doped LiNbO 3 in Ref. [46].
LiNbO3 also exhibits third order Kerr-type nonlinearity, which is positive and approximately
three times larger than the nonlinearity of BK7 glass. For a wavelength of 1.06 μm the value
of the nonlinear coefficient is n2 = 9.1×10−20 [m2/W] [47]. Even though this is a small value,
the contribution of the Kerr nonlinearity can become appreciable when high power short laser
pulses are used. The Kerr effect is mainly expressed in self-phase modulation of the pulse but,
as can be seen below, can dramatically affect vortex propagation.
Due to the non-negligible absorption of our crystal in the visible and near infrared region
(400− 800 nm) [Fig. 1(bottom)], part of the laser beam power can be absorbed during the
process of linear or two-photon absorption. The absorption of a portion of the laser power leads
to heating of the sample and change of its refractive index via thermooptic effect. In the case of
LiNbO3 the thermooptic coefficients are 1.4×10−6 K−1 for the ordinary and 39×10−6 K−1 for
the extraordinary polarization components, respectively at a wavelength of 1.06 μm [48]. This
thermooptic effect results in an effective increase of the material refractive index and therefore
self-focusing effect of the beam. The increased light intensity due to the process of thermal
self-focusing on the other hand facilitates the increase of the other nonlinear effects like SHG
and Kerr-nonlinearity.
The combination of different nonlinearities in LiNbO 3 has been studied in the terms of SHG
enhancement via photorefractive soliton induced waveguides [49]. When the SH wave is gen-
erated in a crystal with non-negligible photorefraction the beam dynamics is far more rich [50].
As seen from Eq. (1), depending on the FF wavelength, λ FF , the photorefraction could be
initiated by the second harmonic (wavelength λ SH), or to a different extent, by both the first
and second harmonics. As a result, the phase matching for SHG changes in time and space.
This effect appears similar to the influence of the Kerr nonlinearity on the four-wave mixing
process [51, 52, 53].
In optical soliton-induced waveguides the nonlinear frequency conversion relies on phase
matching between the guided modes, which have different propagation constants than the free
propagating waves. This difference in propagation constants enables photorefractive tuning of
the SHG process by modifying the properties of the guided modes. The first proposal of this idea
(when the waveguides are induced by bright screening solitons) [54], followed by successful
SHG [49] and SH wavelength tuning [55] in KNbO 3 was recently confirmed in LiNbO3 [40].
It is also shown [56] that in Fe-doped LiNbO3 crystals used in photovoltaic regime, nonlinear
refractive index change originating from the second-harmonic-induced space-charge field can
give rise to SH self-phase matching and effective increase of the SHG efficiency.
The experimental observation of enhanced SH in photovoltaic-dark-soliton-induced
waveguide [57] is qualitatively similar to the observations with bright solitons [49, 55, 56].
In the experiment of Ref. [57] the dark soliton is created with a weak continuous-wave back-
ground laser beam with an one-dimensional odd dark stripe. Femtosecond pulse train is used as
fundamental wave, while both the FF and SH radiation are able to cause photorefraction and to
destroy the optically-written waveguide when the dark soliton is absent.
Here we explore a somewhat different geometry with a two-dimensional dark dislocation
which is embedded already in the FF beam. In addition, we also employ three different laser
sources enabling us to distinguish between different nonlinear phenomena pronounced in the
LiNbO3 crystal.
The parameters of the three different laser sources used in our experiments are summarized
in Table 1. The lasers differ in wavelength and power, allowing us to observe independently
the influence of the different nonlinear effects on vortex dynamics. In the first experiments,
refereed below as Case 1, we use a Ti:Sapphire femtosecond oscillator (Mira 900, Coherent)
emitting at a wavelength of 845 nm. In the second case, Case 2, a picosecond mode-locked
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Table 1. Parameters of the lasers and the Fe3+:LiNbO3 crystal. GVM - group velocity
mismatch, SOD - second order dispersion.
Laser parameters Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
Wavelength λFF , nm 845 1064 1464
Pulse duration τ 140 fs 18 ps 150 fs
Repetition rate frep, kHz 76 000 1500 0.25
Average power P, mW 445 30 0.55
Peak power Ppeak, kW 42 1.1 15 000
Crystal parameters [38]
Refractive index nωo 2.2497 2.2319 2.2139
nωe 2.1710 2.1556 2.1402
n2ωo 2.4076 2.3231 2.2658
n2ωe 2.3054 2.2340 2.1842
Group index ngro (ω) 2.34259 2.29668 2.26643
n
gr
e (ω) 2.25102 2.21135 2.18496
n
gr
o (2ω) 2.91892 2.58506 2.38843
n
gr
e (2ω) 2.73487 2.45743 2.29041
GVM length LW , mm 0.10 (o-o)
0.15 (o-e)
0.12 (e-e)
26.48 (o-o)
47.51 (o-e)
31.03 (e-e)
0.52 (o-o)
0.60 (o-e)
2.65 (e-e)
FF SOD SOD, fs2 1183 (o)
1019 (e)
821 (o)
712 (e)
409 (o)
362 (e)
FF pulse broadening τout, fs 143 (o)
142 (e)
18 ps
18 ps
150
150
Coherence length Lcoh, μm 1.57 (ee-e) 131.0 (oo-e) 8.3 (ee-e)
laser at 1064 nm was employed, and in the last case, Case 3, we used a Ti:Sapphire amplified
system (Clark-MXR 2001) and a parametric amplifier (Light Conversion TOPAS) emitting at a
wavelength of 1464 nm.
When the LiNbO3 crystal is oriented with its c-axis perpendicular to the FF beam polarization
(ordinary) the propagation lengths are either l cryst = 3mm or 15 mm [Fig. 1(top)]. The estimated
pulse walk-off lengths due to group velocity mismatch (GVM) between the FF and the SH
are [38] LW = (τ2FF +τ2SH )1/2/|1/V FFg −1/V SHg |, thus for the three lasers we have three different
propagation regimes: LW  lcryst for Case 1 (λFF = 845 nm), LW > lcryst for Case 2 (λFF =
1064nm), and LW ∼ lcryst for Case 3 (λFF = 1464 nm). The long LW in Case 2 is mainly due to
the longer duration of the pulse (18 ps).
The second-order dispersion (SOD) and the FF output pulse durations at the exit of the
sample are estimated using refractive index data from [38] according to the relations SOD =
λ 30 lcryst/(2πc2)(d2n/dλ 2). Then the pulse broadening due to SOD can be estimated as τ out =
τin[1+16ln(2)SOD2/τ4in]1/2 (valid in a Gaussian pulse shape approximation with τ in being the
input full-width pulse duration at half maximum) [58]. Our estimates for the pulse broadening
(see Table 1) show that in all three cases this effect is weak and can be largely neglected.
For the process of SHG an important parameter is the coherence length, l coh, defined as
lcoh = π/|Δk|, where Δk = 4πn(ω)/λFF − 2πn(2ω)/λSH. As shown in Table 1, in all cases
lcoh << lcryst, therefore the process of SHG is realised under the condition of strong phase
mismatch.
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Fig. 2. (a) Calculated [64] pulse profiles of the FF (solid line) and SH (dashed line) nor-
malized to their maximum intensity at the crystal output. (b) Average power of the ordinary
and extraordinary second harmonic [SH(o) and SH(e), respectively] vs. angle of rotation of
the FF beam polarization. Focusing by f = 50 mm lens, lcryst = 3 mm. Specific polarization
components of interacting waves are marked with vertical lines. Solid lines: spline to the
experimental points.
The relatively long femtosecond pulses allow us to employ a CGH for the generation of the
OV beams without noticeable OV beam smearing [59, 60], pulse-front tilt [61] and associated
pulse lengthening [62]. The problem of topological dispersion [63] (frequency-dependent OV
topological charge) was absent as seen in Figs. 4(a,d) and the length needed to separate the
desired first-order diffracted OV beam was only adjusted depending on the FF laser wavelength.
3. Case I: λFF = 845nm
3.1. Characterization of the effective nonlinearity
The input 140 fs pulses broaden negligibly (by 2− 3 fs) along the LiNbO 3 crystal for both FF
wave polarizations. The GVM length is much shorter than the sample length (l cryst = 3 mm),
hence the SHG at normal incidence is strongly influenced by the group-velocity mismatch. This
is well expressed in Fig. 2(a) which shows the calculated [64] output pulse profiles of the FF
and SH fields. The intensities are normalized to their maximal value. From the plot we see that
the SH is emitted in two separate pulses [65] one of which is locked to the FF pulse and the
other is delayed due to GVM.
In order to check the phase-matching conditions experimentally, we vary the FF beam po-
larization at the input facet of the crystal. After a polarisation filtering, the ordinary and extra-
ordinary components [SH(o) and SH(e)] of the generated SH are recorded. The strong, nearly
symmetric oscillations and the low conversion efficiency [Fig. 2(b)] are indicative for the non-
phase-matched regime of the SHG. Each individual measurement in Fig. 2(b) is done at a fresh
location of the crystal and at a reproducible waiting time of 2 s. According to Eq. (1) both the
pump and the generated SH are able to initiate photorefraction, since the lower (three orders of
magnitude) photosensitivity at the FF wavelength is compensated by the (five orders of mag-
nitude) stronger FF intensity. In Fig. 3 we present the time evolution of the far-field FF (upper
rows) and SH beam patterns (lower rows) when excited by a Gaussian FF beam. The crystal
c-axis direction is vertical. Fig. 3(a) refers to a vertical (extraordinary) FF beam polarization,
whereas the pictures in Fig. 3(b) are obtained with a horizontal (ordinary) FF beam polarization.
Comparing the ordinary and extraordinary SH signals in Fig. 2(b), the frames in Fig. 3(a) cor-
respond to the regime (ee-e) with dominating conversion efficiency, while these in Fig. 3(b), to
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Fig. 3. Far-field FF (upper row) and SH beam patterns (lower row) vs. time: Gaussian input
FF beam. Type of interaction: (a) ee-e; (b) oo-e.
(oo-e)-regime. The infrared FF beam (λFF = 845 nm) becomes elongated along the c-axis and
this is stronger pronounced for extraordinary FF beam polarization. The formation of side lobes
in the FF beam in this case [see Fig. 3(a), lower row, t=16s] we explain by two mechanisms of
the SH beam pattern development [56].
At the initial stage (see Fig. 3, virtual time t = 0 s) the SH beam appears ring-shaped. The
relatively fast (of the order of milliseconds), initial isotropic and polarization-independent re-
sponse in the material indicates refractive index changes of a thermal origin [66] and results
in a formation of a bright symmetric ring [not clearly visible in Fig. 3(a, 0 s)]. At this initial
stage the Gaussian input FF beam also creates photorefractive carriers with symmetric distribu-
tion, however it takes longer time for these charges to separate and create space-charge field.
The formation of a single bright ring at this initial stage indicates a positive refractive index
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Fig. 4. SH far-field (upper row) and near field (lower row) energy density distributions of
the OV beam at an initial (a,d), intermediate (b,e), and final evolution stages (c,f). The
arrows indicate the position of the two vortices.
modulation Δn∼ 3×10−4. Later, the photorefractive nonlinearity clearly dominates, resulting
in a strong asymmetry in the transverse plane and development of a complex beam structure
simultaneously in the FF and SH beams. The dominating photorefractive effect also leads to a
total negative index change.
When both the FF and SH waves are extraordinary [Fig. 3(a)], the strong PR nonlinearity
reshapes the ring and a complex pattern is formed in the far field. The pronounced asymmetry
in the ±c-direction [see Fig. 3(a), lower row, t = 16 s] is due to the diffusion field [56].
With ordinary polarized FF waves [Fig. 3(b)], in the SH wave we observe side-lobes (t = 2 s)
developing in a broad (of the order of the frame window, unfortunately not well visible) halo-
like structure (for t ∼ 4−8 s) surrounding the elongated (along c-axis) main part of the beam.
In summary to this subsection, in the Case 1, the nonlinear processes which accompany the
SHG are the thermal positive index change at a short millisecond time scale, followed by much
stronger photorefraction from both FF and SH fields on a time scale of a few seconds.
3.2. Vortex dynamics
As a next step we encode a single-charged OV in the FF beam and focus it in the middle of the
LiNbO3 crystal by a lens with f = 50 mm. As such, we obtained average SH power of 0.42 μW
for extraordinary FF beam polarization at average FF power of 120 mW. In Fig. 4(upper row)
we show far-field energy density distributions of the SH OV beam at an initial (a), intermediate
(b), and final evolution stages (c) for a total time of approximately 30 minutes. The data are
recorded with a CCD-camera build-in in a GRENOUILLE frequency-resolved optical gating
device (Swamp Optics) used in a spatial mode. The same device and alignment was used to esti-
mate that the material dispersion of the hologram substrate does not increase noticeably the FF
pulse width. As seen in Fig. 4(a) the angular spreading of FF pulse spectrum (Δλ FF = 5.4 nm)
causes a negligible OV core smearing and the wings of the generated SH OV are influenced
only by the diffraction. At the intermediate stage [Fig. 4(b)] one can clearly see that the double-
charged SH OV is split due to the perturbation caused by the asymmetric photorefractive non-
linearity. Later, the vortex pair rotates and lines up parallel to the crystal c-axis. This effect,
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Fig. 5. (a) Calculated [64] pulse profiles of the FF (solid line) and SH (dashed line) nor-
malized to their maximum intensity at the crystal output. (b) Average power of the extra-
ordinary second harmonic vs. angle of rotation of the FF beam polarization. Focusing by
f = 38 mm lens; lcryst = 3 mm). Specific polarization components of interacting waves are
marked with vertical lines. Solid line: spline to experimental points.
along with the reshaping of the FF OV beam due to the photorefraction and the dominating
self- and induced defocusing along the c-axis cause the SH background beam to seemingly
‘split’ in two slices.
When the output of the crystal was imaged with a microscope objective (×4) onto a CCD
camera [Figs. 4(d-f)] we can monitor the vortex distribution at the crystal output (near field).
The recorded energy density distributions of the SH OV beam are shown in Fig. 4, lower row.
As seen in Fig. 4(d), there are no signatures of diffraction reshaping and topological dispersion.
The corresponding intermediate and final evolution stages are shown in Fig. 4(e) and (f), re-
spectively. The central dark curved line is caused by the split SH OVs and the FF OV tending
to line up along the sample c-axis. When the FF OV charge was reversed by rotating the CGH
at 180◦ the SH images appeared flipped about a central vertical line, thus confirming that the
observed pattern is only caused by vortex deformation and break-up.
4. Case 2: λFF = 1064nm
4.1. Characterization of the effective nonlinearity
For this experimental case, first we carried out benchmark measurements of the origin of the
photorefraction in the crystal and its influence on the SHG phase-matching. Nonlinear self-
phase matching of the SHG in LiNbO3 at 1064 nm has been demonstrated with a Q-switched
mode-locked laser emitting 100 ps pulses [56]. In this process, the presence of SH changes
spatially the refractive index of the material, thus causing a change in the SH phase matching
conditions. This change leads to improved conversion efficiency with stronger SH component
resulting in a feedback self-matching mechanism. In contrast to Ref. [56], here we use a crystal
oriented strictly at a normal incidence (with c-axis perpendicular to the incoming beam) and a
mode-locked Nd:YVO4 laser emitting shorter (18 ps) pulses at a repetition rate of 1.5 MHz [67].
Due to this pulse duration the generated SH pulse always overlaps with the FF pulse inside the
crystal as shown in Fig. 5(a). The average power of the generated extraordinary SH at the out-
put facet of the crystal (lcryst = 3 mm) is shown in Fig. 5(b) as a function of the FF beam input
polarization. With an input average power PFF = 30 mW the ordinary SH always remained
below 7 nW, whereas the polarization-dependent extraordinary SH showed pronounced oscilla-
tions with input polarisation and reveal that the only possible type of interaction is oo-e. Each
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Fig. 6. Growth of the SH(e) mean power with time. Type of interaction: (oo-e). Gaussian
FF beam is focused in (a) the center of the sample (lcryst = 15 mm), on its input (b), and
output facets (c) with a f = 38 mm AR-coated lens.
measurement is done at a fresh location of the crystal after a waiting time of 5 s.
In Fig. 6 we show the increase of the SH(e) power with time when the FF beam is focused
in the center (a) of the sample, on its input (b), and output facets (c). The crystal itself was
rotated to use longer beam propagation (l cryst = 15 mm). Since only the focusing conditions are
changed from curve to curve, the enhancement of the SH(e) average power with time is a clear
signature of photovoltaic self-phase matching [56]. In order to determine wheatear the origin
of photorefraction is coming from the FF or the SH wave, we performed a test experiment
where the beam of a cw Nd:YAG laser (Coherent 1064-100) with three times higher output
power (90 mW) was focused on the crystal with the same polarization. Since no signature of
cw beam reshaping or fanning was observed, we are convinced that the self-phase-matching
effect (Fig. 6) is due to the photovoltaic field induced by the extraordinary SH light which
changes (via photorefraction) the refractive indices and phase-matching conditions. Thus for
this case, we can conclude that along with the SHG process we have a strong contribution of
photorefractive nonlinearity induced entirely by the SH field at 532 nm.
4.2. Vortex dynamics
As the next step, we generate an optical vortex in the FF beam and focus it onto the LiNbO 3
crystal with a short focal length lens f = 38mm. As expected, the generated double-charge
vortex in the SH field splits into a pair of two single-charge vortices, which start rotating as
the photorefraction influences the refractive index. For the (oo-e) type SHG process, the SH is
relatively strong, inducing strong photorefraction. As a result, the SH beam reshapes quickly
breaking its symmetry, thus preventing clear identification of the angular positions of the vor-
tices. When the input polarization is changed to 45◦ with respect to the c-axis [see Fig. 5(b)]
the photovoltaic self-phase matching slows down keeping its monotonic and saturable charac-
ter. The rotation angle of the OVs vs. time is shown in Fig. 7. The solid curve is a log-normal fit
intended to guide the eye only. At the initial stage of evolution the vortex pair rotates quickly (in
a few seconds) to approximately 35◦, after which it continues rotating monotonically at a slower
rate. The inset in Fig. 7 shows the initial (t = 0; left frame) and final (right frame; t = 30 min)
orientation of the OV pair. Similar to the behavior described in Case 1, in the steady state the
OVs align along the c-axis of the LiNbO3 crystal.
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Fig. 7. Rotation of the SH(e) OV pair with time: Input polarisation at 45◦ with respect to the
c-axis. lcryst = 15 mm; focusing by f = 38 mm lens. Inset: initial (left; t = 0) and stationary
SH pattern (right; t = 30 min).
5. Case 3: λFF = 1464nm
5.1. Characterization of the effective nonlinearity
In the measurements described below we use high-power pulses with the duration of 150 fs at
1464 nm and repetition rate 250 Hz. Even though in this case the average laser power is much
lower, the pulse peak power is four orders of magnitude higher than in the previous two cases.
The low average power and the long FF wavelength ensured that neither the FF beam nor the
SH beam trigger photorefraction. Thus, in addition to the SHG process we encounter only the
third-order Kerr-type nonlinearity. In this experiment we keep the LiNbO 3 crystal at normal
incidence with respect to the laser beam (lcryst = 3 mm) and orient it with its c-axis parallel to
the FF beam polarization (ee-e type of interaction).
Unlike the previous cases, here we use an OV embedded in the FF beam even for charac-
terisation of the nonlinearity. The input OV beam is focused by a f = 150 mm lens inside the
LiNbO3 crystal. After filtering out the FF beam, a second lens of a focal length 200 mm is used
to re-collimate the SH onto a CCD camera. The lens, camera, and LiNbO 3 crystal are then
translated together (similar to the experiments in Ref. [15]) thus varying the position of the
input FF beam waist with respect to the crystal. Additionally, we can record the spectra of the
SH beam exiting the crystal by a fibre spectrometer (Ocean Optics, HR2000).
In the SH spectra recorded at different positions of the LiNbO 3 crystal, we observe strong
dependence of the SH spectral width, Δλ , ranging from 10.5 nm (at large waist offset, but still
detectable SH) to ΔλMAX = 24.1 nm (at the longitudinal position z = 0 inside the crystal). In
Fig. 8(a) (solid diamonds) we show the normalized SH spectral width Δλ/Δλ MAX for the half of
the recorded data. The reason for this spectral broadening is the third-order nonlinear process of
induced-phase modulation (IPM) from the FF pulse to the SH. Due to the mild focusing of the
FF beam, we can neglect the linear diffraction inside the 3 mm long crystal. Then by using the
fit of the experimental data [Fig. 8(a), solid curve] and the relation Δλ/λ MAX ∼ 1/[1+(z/LD)]
coming from the intensity variation in the vicinity of the FF beam waist, we can estimate the
Rayleigh diffraction length LD = 3.6 mm for the FF vortex beam. Since the SH wavelength is
twice shorter and the SH beam radius w is expected to decrease by a factor of
√
2 with respect to
the FF beams, this diffraction length is also a reasonable estimate for the SH beam. The dashed
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Fig. 8. (a) Normalized spectral width Δλ (z/LD)/ΔλMAX of the SH pulses (diamonds –
experimental data, solid curve – sigmoidal fit) and normalized FF beam spectral broadening
ω(z/LD)/ω0 (dashed) vs. crystal position. (b,c) SH spectra of the OV pulses at different
positions of the LiNbO3 crystal. ΔλMAX = 24 nm (full width at 1/e intensity level) at x = 0,
whereas Δλ = 17.5 and 10.5 nm at crystal positions z = 0.7LD and 3LD, respectively.
curve in Fig. 8(a) visualizes the beam broadening with increasing offset of the crystal from the
beam waist which decreases the FF beam intensity. The reduced intensity decreased the effect
of the IPM on the SH and consequently the normalized SH spectral width Δλ/Δλ MAX .
Since the estimated GVM length LW (e-e) is approximately equal to the sample length and
n
gr
e (ω) < n
gr
o,e(2ω), the generated SH will be influenced mainly by the trailing wing of the FF
pulse. Therefore, in the case of a positive third-order nonlinearity, the IPM-assisted spectral
broadening has to be asymmetric. In this case one can expect an induced shift of the SH center-
of-gravity wavelength (λc) and stronger oscillations in one of the wings of the SH spectra [68,
69]. In Fig. 8(b,c) such signatures are clearly visible when comparing the SH spectra (solid
curves) recorded near [Fig. 8(b)] or at the FF beam waist [Fig. 8(c)] with the spectrum of the
weak SH signal at a large offset (x/LD = 3) from the FF beam waist (dashed curves). Because
of the short propagation path-length in the crystal, it is unlikely that the observed red shift
Δλc ≈ 4 nm (Δν ≈ 74 cm−1) of the spectrum is due to the intrapulse Raman scattering [70, 71].
5.2. Vortex dynamics
In the spatial domain, the presence of OV in the FF beam leads to the generation of a double-
charge OV in the SH beam, which splits into a pair of two OVs. The fast response of the
electronic Kerr-type nonlinearity allows us to study the process of the vortex rotation (similar
to Case 2), but for a positive nonlinearity and with respect to the position of the beam focusing.
In Fig. 9(a) we show the retrieved angle of the rotation of an OV pair in the SH field as a function
of the longitudinal position z of the crystal. The dashed curve is a sigmoidal fit intended to guide
the eye only. The sequence of frames shows the far-field images recorded experimentally at the
crystal positions as marked by dashed-blue circles. Despite the focusing Kerr nonlinearity, the
azimuthal instability of the vortex beam [11] is not pronounced in our experiments due to a
short propagation length and mild focusing inside the crystal.
In order to compare the rotation angle in the nonlinear regime with the rotation due to linear
Guoy phase shift, we normalize the longitudinal coordinate to the effective Rayleigh diffraction
length LD. In this way, we can add in Fig. 9(a) the solid curve for the calculated linear Guoy
phase shift at the distances of interest. For the sake of clarity one has to mention that both the
GVM length LW and the Rayleigh diffraction length LD are comparable to the sample length
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Fig. 9. (a) Rotation angle of a OV pair vs. crystal position. Squares – experimental data,
dashed curve – sigmoidal fit. Solid curve – calculated rotation angle due to linear Guoy
phase shift only. (b) Projection of the vortex trajectories onto the CCD camera. Lower row:
experimental far-field images corresponding to the points on the graph marked with circles.
lcryst. Since a significant OV rotation of ≈ 90◦ is achieved over a distance z/LD ∼ 1.5, whereas
the Gouy shift over this distance is only 40◦ (in agreement with Ref. [17]) the results strongly
indicate a nonlinear origin of the vortex pair rotation. As seen in Fig. 9(b), the SH OVs rotation
with increasing the offset of the crystal from the FF beam waist is accompanied by changes in
their radial positions. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental observation of the rotation
of a vortex pair due to the effect of pure Kerr-type nonlinearity.
6. Conclusions
We have presented a systematic experimental study of the nonlinear dynamics of two-color
optical vortices in the presence of non-phase-matched second-harmonic generation and addi-
tional nonlinear effects of photo- and thermal refraction, self- and induced-phase modulation.
We have revealed several different scenarios of the vortex evolution. When the medium is pho-
tosensitive to both the fundamental and second-harmonic wavelengths (Case 1), the different
time-scales of the thermal and photovoltaic nonlinearity lead to an alignment of the two colors
of the vortex beam in near field and to the generation of complex spatial patterns in far field.
However, when photorefraction is initiated by the generated second-harmonic beam only (Case
2), the nonlinear self-phase matching is accompanied by rotation of a two-color vortex by 90 ◦.
Finally, we have achieved controllable vortex rotation with two-fold nonlinear increase, as well
as spectral broadening of the femtosecond vortices due to the pump-induced phase modulation
with possible successive femtosecond vortex pulse compression (Case 3).
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